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3 September 2015 – Offer Update and Extension 

 

Bethunes Investments Limited (BIL) currently has a renounceable rights issue offer open to 

shareholders.  
 

BIL is pleased to announce that it has to date received applications and confirmations of 

intention to invest in the offer (or in shortfall from the offer) that, in aggregate, exceed 

$700,000. Accordingly BIL is well advanced towards achieving the offer minimum condition of 

$1.5 million. 
 

However it has come to BIL’s attention that a number of shareholders were delayed in 

receiving the offer documentation and have only had a limited amount of time to consider the 

offer. In light of this BIL is pleased to advise that it will extend the closing date for the offer by 

two weeks, until Thursday, 24 September 2015 to give shareholders additional time to 

consider their participation, particularly given the highly dilutive effect of the offer on non-

participating shareholders.  
 

Webb’s Update 
 

Discussions continue with parties whom have expressed interest in Webb’s. One initial offer 

was declined by the Board, albeit the party concerned wishes to re-engage discussions post 

the capital raise. One party has withdrawn their initial interest.  
 

Webb’s restructuring continues to right size the cost base, this is forecast to be completed by 

the end of the calendar year. 
 

Recent sales activity is more encouraging, albeit as with any auction quality stock assists.  

In this regard, Webb’s has secured a truly world class single vendor sale “The Bouma 

Collection” of vintage timepieces. This two part sale (Part 1 on 19 September 2015) will attract 

interest from a global audience given the quantum of pieces and brands.  
 

Part 1 of the sale consists of Mr. Bouma's lifetime collection of Pocket Watches, Wristwatches, Marine 

Chronometers, Carriage Clocks and other vintage and antique horological timepieces. Please visit 

www.webbs.co.nz for more information. 
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Other Investments 
 

The company continues to explore alternative investments as outlined at the ASM and in the 

ASM presentation. We have initiated exploration of another industry which has seen the 

benefits of consolidation overseas and to date has been overlooked in New Zealand. It is too 

early to say whether anything comes of it, or if BIL will even be able to participate in such an 

investment. However, we continue to execute on our new “modus operandi” of an investment 

company seeking out what we believe maybe attractive new opportunities on your behalf. 
 

  

Christopher Swasbrook 

Acting Chairman 


